
Choosing security cameras for your home can be a daunting process.

HD cameras are quickly becoming the preferred choice among

homeowners. Much like televisions that made a transition to digital

video, so have security cameras. HD cameras help protect your

residence both indoor and outdoor from theft and vandalism. We offer

a quick guide to determine your home security needs and show you

the long-term benefits and advantages of home video surveillance.
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What should you consider before buying?
There are several different security camera technologies available in various

form factors. Consider your preferences for features and aesthetics. Do your

cameras need the ability to see at night? How many cameras do you actually

need? Questions like this must be considered by every homeowner.

 

How many cameras do I need: Placement of the cameras, coverage areas,

and the property size play a huge role in determining your security camera

system. The upside to newer camera systems is the ability to add any number

of surveillance cameras to your home system at any given time. Most systems

are scalable and allow you to manage them easily over a network.

 

Form Factor: Surveillance Dome cameras are a good choice simply because

they blend in with the environment and are typically inconspicuous. They offer

features like smoked dome enclosures that do not allow onlookers to see

where the camera is pointing. This also provides an aesthetically pleasing look

and discreet functionality. Surveillance bullet cameras are far more in-your-

face and can usually be spotted by visitors, intruders, and passers-by. If you

want a more discreet camera then dome cameras are usually a good choice to

help keep your home video surveillance system hidden to any potential

trespassers.

 

Indoor and/or Outdoor Cameras: Exterior home surveillance cameras help to

deter potential burglars, help prevent loitering from trespassers, and help

discourage thieves from stealing or damaging your vehicle. Outdoor cameras

record and monitor suspicious, unusual, or criminal activity that happens to

occur on your property. As a precautionary measure, indoor security cameras

serve well to document cases where an actual break-in does occur. You can

use both the indoor and outdoor cameras to follow the subjects as the crime

took place, or record video in the event your outdoor camera was not able to

capture the footage. Both indoor and outdoor cameras are extremely

important when putting together a surveillance system for your home.

 

Day/Night Camera: True day/night visibility is a feature that many cameras

offer in today’s market. These cameras allow you to see in complete darkness.

Considering that most vehicle thefts take place at night, it’s a good idea to

monitor your driveway. Careful consideration needs to be taken in regards to 

 whether or not day/night technology is important for your home.

HOME SURVEILLANCE BENEFITS



 

Unfortunately, most residential security systems are purchased as a reaction to

an incident that has already occurred. Recent burglaries are one of the top

reasons why consumers buy a new system. You may have a friend or neighbor

whose home or vehicle was recently broken into. Regardless of your motives

for protecting your home, we can show you how high definition security

camera systems can effectively monitor all activity surrounding your property.

 

Burglaries: Home security cameras help to discourage break-ins from

burglars, and serve as a vital tool in identifying as well as prosecuting

perpetrators who make the mistake of targeting your residence.

 

Trespassing & Vandalism: We all have all experienced some form of

vandalism. Whether it was spray painting, graffiti, egging, pranks, mailbox

tampering, broken windows, or toilet papering. Vandalism comes in various

forms and it does happen. They can often lead to the devaluing of your

property. Installing a CCTV surveillance system to catch these vandals in the

act will provide you with the evidence you need to go to the police.

 

Outdoor Crime: The inside of your home is very important but so is the

outdoor part of your home. Criminals and burglars often target your cars and

other outdoor equipment such as motorcycles, tractors, and boats.

 

Neighborhood Watch: Whether you decided to purchase a surveillance

system because of a recent incident or you simply wish to keep an eye out for

anything out of the ordinary, surveillance cameras help alleviate your concerns

and allow you to observe critical areas of your home. Strange noises and

suspicious pedestrians can be monitored without the need to go outside. A

well installed outdoor surveillance camera can monitor and record all outdoor

activity and gives you insight into what is really happening when you’re not

present.

 

Monitoring Home Service Personnel: Some homeowners use outside

services for their homes. Whether it be a maid service, house cleaners,

gardeners, contractor or the pool man, security cameras are perfect for

monitoring anyone you've hired whom can access your home. Unfortunately,

there are some cases where home service personnel may steal valuables, such

as jewelry, prescription medication, and small electronics. Often times

homeowners do not even realize these items are missing until it’s too late.

 

WHY DO YOU NEED HOME SECURITY CAMERAS?



Your home and family are priceless. A well-designed home surveillance

system gives you reassurance and makes your family feel safe. Our high-end

selection of HD surveillance cameras offers customers key benefits in both

their performance and design.

 

Increasing Safety: Everyone wants to feel safe and have a sense of security.

Above all, we want to protect our family, pets, property, and valuables.

Keeping and feeling safe is what matters most.

 

Alerts 24/7:  Modern digital video surveillance systems offer the unique

ability to send direct alerts to your phone or email as soon as they detect

motion or tampering. Our NVRs, DVRs, and even some of the cameras

themselves offer alarm input/outputs to trigger your burglar alarm if you

choose.

 

Peace of Mind: The proper investment in security cameras for your residence

will provide you with peace of mind for you and your family. You can go to

work or on vacation and not think twice about home. The security camera

system will keep you posted and will allow you to check in anytime you want.

 

 

 

 

LONG-TERM BENEFITS OF OWNING SECURITY CAMERAS?



You have many options when installing your security cameras. You have the

option of using coaxial cable similar to your cable tv service, or using an

ethernet cat5 cable just like your PC uses to connect to the internet. When

choosing the security camera for your needs it is imperative to look at your

property and determine how easy or difficult the wiring may be. As far as

resolution and picture quality, both cables provide you with the same image

fidelity, they simply transmit them differently. We can help you better

determine which technology to use.

 

Entry and Exit Points: Entry and exit points should have cameras installed.

This will make sure that anyone who comes in or out of your home is

monitored and recorded. Consider mounting the cameras so they point

downward from the top of the door or possibly from a side mounted on the

ceiling so you may see the person and recognize who they are.

 

High-Traffic Rooms: High-traffic rooms or common rooms should have a

security camera. This helps to monitor or record events if a burglar or prowler

gets inside of your home. Since these rooms are typically locations that must

be passed through once inside your home it's imperative to install an indoor

camera at these locations, such as the living room or kitchen.

 

Roofline or Eaves: Home rooflines or eaves provide a very good location for

camera placement. This location allows for some of the best views and keeps

the camera semi-protected against the elements.

 

Driveway and Garage Doors: Outdoor possessions are important to

homeowners and it’s imperative that they remain safe from trespassers. A

security camera should be installed near all driveways and/or garage doors.

This will help safeguard your outdoor assets such as boats, trailers, jet skis and

vehicles.

 

Outdoor Structures: Some homeowners may have other buildings on their

property. Horse stables, barns, guest houses, pool houses, cowsheds,

greenhouses, tool sheds, and carports are just some examples of outdoor

property structures that need to be protected. Consider monitoring these

important areas with your home surveillance cameras.

 

WHERE SHOULD HOME SECURITY CAMERAS BE INSTALLED?



The end result and user experience are very important to us. We only offer

security cameras that produce the most detailed images and include the

highest quality features. In the end, the main point of having a CCTV camera

system is to be able to recognize and identify someone on video. We look to

improve the user experience by only using HD video technology that ensures

upmost quality and reliability.

 

Monitoring Your Home: NVRs (network video recorders) or DVRs (digital

video recorders) allow you to monitor and view several cameras

simultaneously from any PC, Mac, or smartphone with an internet connection.

Internet-based security camera systems offer a convenient way of accessing

advanced video technology using a simple, easy to navigate interface.

 

System Scalability: Many vendors selling security cameras today charge you

a license fee for each camera you need to record or monitor. For us, this is not

necessary. Our systems do not need licenses and you can always add as many

cameras as you need to your system with no additional charge. You can

choose from 4, 8, 16 and 32 channel systems that can grow and expand as you

need them. Since we use the latest in technology you don't have to worry

about your system becoming obsolete any time soon.

 

Megapixel Image Quality: It’s very unfortunate but a majority of law

enforcement personnel cannot properly prosecute criminals because

surveillance footage is unusable due to poor video quality. This is why

megapixel HD image quality is important. Often times consumers purchase

common analog CCTV video because of low cost and the end result is

unusable video. Using HD video security cameras ensures that the recorded

video will be of the highest quality. This is a professional standard that we

adhere to with every one of our HD surveillance cameras. This results in higher

detail, reduced noise, and virtually no motion blur, along with higher frame

rates. This helps greatly when trying to recognize faces or capture license

plates.

 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT FEATURES TO LOOK FOR IN A HOME SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM



HD over Coax

Eclipse Security solutions offer unparalleled surveillance systems that
implement artificial intelligence, 4K video recording and push
notifications that alert you when an alarm is triggered. Our solutions allow
home owners to be at ease knowing their home is recording possible
crimes and break-ins. These solutions include:
 

 

 

 

Eclipse CMS: Free , fully scalable ,

centralized software allows home

owners to monitor , playback and

manage video from any PC .

 

 

 

 

 

 

Analog HD: Eclipse Analog HD

allows home owners to upgrade to

high resolution video and images

quickly by taking advantage of

existing legacy cabling .

IP Cameras: Eclipse offers the best

in network IP cameras with high

resolution in 4k . We offer various

models that are aesthetically

pleasing while producing amazing

results .

 

 

 

Starlight: Our Starlight cameras offer

full Color at Night . Color allows for

you to better identify and document

possible criminals and incidents

when they occur .

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Storage: Eclipse recorders offer long term storage that is stored locally

at your residence . You can record months at minimal costs without

having to pay for cloud storage or risk hacking .

Mobile Apps: Eclipse View app offers real-time remote viewing from

anywhere in the world . Receive real-time push notifications when

motion or event occurs allowing you to instantly see live video or

playback of the incident .

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONSIDERATIONS FOR RESIDENTIAL SECURITY CAMERAS

Toll-Free: +1 888-422-8826 (U.S. and Canada)
Email: sales@eclipsecctv.com

www.eclipsecctv.com
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Eclipse Security solutions offer unparalleled surveillance systems that implement
artificial intelligence, 4K video recording and push notifications that alert you when
an alarm is triggered. Our solutions allow home owners to be at ease knowing their
home is recording possible crimes and break-ins. These solutions include:
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Eclipse CMS: Free , fully scalable ,

centralized software allows home

owners to monitor , playback and

manage video from any PC .

 

 

 

 

 

 

Analog HD: Eclipse Analog HD

allows home owners to upgrade to

high resolution video and images

quickly by taking advantage of

existing legacy cabling .

IP Cameras: Eclipse offers the

best in network IP cameras with

high resolution in 4k . We offer

various models that are

aesthetically pleasing while

producing amazing results .

 

 

 

Starlight: Our Starlight cameras

offer full Color at Night . Color

allows for you to better identify

and document possible criminals

and incidents when they occur .

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Storage: Eclipse recorders offer long term storage that is stored

locally at your residence . You can record months at minimal costs

without having to pay for cloud storage or risk hacking .

Mobile Apps: Eclipse View app offers real-time remote viewing

from anywhere in the world . Receive real-time push notifications

when motion or event occurs allowing you to instantly see live video

or playback of the incident .
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